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Plan of PresentationIntrodution � Reminding of the onept of Conformal SymmetryExisting perturbative Quenhed U(1) identity O(E 3) result: Coe�ientfuntions of Ellis-Ja�e and Bjorken sum rules onsider! Q1 Aident orNot ?A1- Not! Statement: true in all orders of PTExplanation due to Kataev- 2010 derivation of new Crewther-type relation fromtriangle diagram of singletA- V-V urrents for the Green funtion of AA -urrents andEJ SI struture funtion and omparing with basi non-singlet Crewther relation forA-V-V triangle Crewther 1972Positive onlusion of disussion between Kataev 1996 and Crewther 1997A2The onformal-invariant result for DIS sum rules at O(A3s )-level the ase of SU(N )Kataev and Mikhailov 2010, Teor.Mat.Fiz. 2012Conlusions1) Possible appliations- tests of future higher-order ' EJ SR analytial alulations2) Possible relations between polarized parton distributions in the CI limit.



Conformal Invarianeis valid in the quark-parton model limit, and perturbative quenhed QED. It is thesymmetry under the following transformations of oordinates :1. Translations x ′µ = xµ + αµ with 4 parameters αµ,2. Sale (or dilaton) transformation x ′µ = ρxµ with 1 parameter ρ>0,3. Speial onformal transformations x ′µ = xµ+βµx21+2βx+β2x2 with 4 parameters βµ and4. Homogeneous Lorentz transformations x ′µ = Λµ
ν xν , whih also ontain 4parameters.5. Consequenes are widely studied at present, though in renormalized QFT modelsthe CI is violated- appearane of β-funtion and the e�ets of running of theoupling onstants- QCD, QED



Bjorken polarized sum rule:Bjp(Q2) =

Z 10 `g lp1 (x ,Q2) − g ln1 (x ,Q2)´dx =
16 gaCnsBjp(As) (1)Depends from Q2 through the running of As(Q2) = αs (Q2)/(4π),Consider pQED limit- CF = 1 NF = 0, A = α/(4π)CnsBjp = 1− 3A +

212 A2 −
32A3 −

„48238 + 96ζ(3)«A4 +O(A5) . (2)O(A3) Larin and Vermaseren (1991);O(A4)- Baikov,Chetyrkin,Kuhn (2010)Ellis-Ja�e sum rule :EJp(n)(Q2) =

Z 10 g lp(n)1 (x ,Q2)dx = CnsBjp(As (Q2))„

±
112 a3+ 136a8«

+C sEJp(Q2)19∆Σ(Q2)(3)where a3 = ∆u − ∆d, a8 = ∆u + ∆d − 2∆s, ∆u, ∆d and ∆s are the polarizeddistributions and ∆Σ depends from the sheme hoie. In the MS-sheme it is de�nedas ∆Σ = ∆u + ∆d + ∆s.



Note, that in the MS-sheme the de�nition of the singlet oe�ient funtion reads(Larin (1994), Larin, van Ritbergen, Vermaseren (1997).C sEJp = C sEJp/Z s5 . (4)In the perturbative quenhed QED the result isC sEJ = 1− 7A +
892 A2 −

„13976 − 96ζ(3)«A3 +O(A4) . (5)Z s5 is the �nite renormalization onstants of Ψγµγ5Ψ urrent, Zns5 is therenormalization onstant of Ψγ5(λa/2)Ψ-urrent . They were evaluated in Larin(1994) and Larin and Vermaseren (1991). In the limit of pQED we haveZ s5 (pqQED) = Zns5 (pqQED) = 1− 4A+ 22A2 +

„

−
3703 + 96ζ3«A3 +O(A4) . (6)Nontrivial sheme-independent pQED onsequene of QCD results for SI and NSoe�ient funtions of EJ sum rule Kataev (2010):C sEJp(A) = 1− 3A +

212 A2 −
32A3 + O(A4) = CnsBjp(A) (7)Q1: What is the theoretial explanation ? Q2: Is this result true in all orders of PT ?Q3 : Is there any Q2-dependene ?



A1: Follow from Crewther-type relations for AVV diagrams in CI limitA2: Valid in all orders of PT A3: No Q2 dependene- �xed oupling onstantProof of A1: Using OPE forT ab
µαβ(p, q) = i Z

< 0|TAµ(y)V a
α(x)V b

β (0)|0 > e ipx+iqy dxdy = δab∆
(1−loop)
µαβ

(p, q)(8)where Aµ = ψγµγ5ψ andT ab
µαβ(p, q) = i Z

< 0|TAa
µ(y)V b

α(x)V 
β (0)|0 > e ipx+iqy dxdy = dab∆(1−loop)

µαβ
(p, q)(9)The onsideration of the �rst and seond triangle graphs+ the onept of onformalinvariane give the following relations: Kataev 1996 and Crewther 1972C sEJp(A) × CAD (A) = 1 (1996) CnsBjp(A) × CnsD (A) = 1 (1972) (10)where CA(ns)D are de�ned from taking q2 ddq2 ofi Z

< 0|TAµ(x)Aν(0)|0 > e iqxdx = Πax
µν(q2) (11)i Z

< 0|TAa
µ(x)Ab

ν(0)|0 > e iqxdx = δabΠns
µν(q2) . (12)Sine in the massless limit hiral symmetry is exat, one has:CAD (A) = CnsD (A) (13)



Thus in the CI limit in all orders of PTC sEJp(A) = CnsBjp(A) Kataev 2010 (14)In pQED with A = α/(4π) CI limit we haveC sEJp(A) = 1− 3A +
212 A2 −

32A3 = CnsBjp(A) (15)In the ase of the SU(N ) with As = αs/(4π) the similar relation is:CnsBjp = 1− 3CFAs +
` 212 C2F − CFCA´A2s (16)

+
ˆ

(−
32C3F − 65C2FCA −

`52312 − 216ζ3´CFC2A˜A3s +O(A4s ) = C sEJ(As )Numbers obtained from Crewther relation in Kataev and Mikhailov (2010-2012)This is the CI preditions for O(A4s )-term in C sEJp(As )



ConlusionIn the CI limit in SU(N )1. It is possible to try to get O(A4s ) for CBjp- from Kataev, Mikhailov (2012)- strongtest for analytial evaluation of Ellis-Ja�e sum rule at A4s (hope that SU(N ) resultswill be obtained soon).2. In this CI limit we get the following onstraints on polarized PDFs:EJp(n)Bjp = ±
12 +

a86 a3 +
2∆Σ3 a3 (17)where a3 = ∆u − ∆d, a8 = ∆u + ∆d − 2∆s, and ∆Σ = ∆u + ∆d + ∆s.Question: Is it possible to use this relation in pratie?


